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n Gold fell 1 percent in yesterday�s trading session, falling further away from a
15-month high on pressure from the strong U.S. dollar, which retreated from
recent lows against the yen and euro as U.S. trade and factory order data
eased some worries.

n Spot gold was down 1 percent at $1,272.66 an ounce, extending losses below
Monday's 15-month high above $1,300. The U.S futures contract for June
delivery settled down 1.3 percent at $1,274.40 an ounce.

n Atlanta Fed President Dennis Lockhart said on Tuesday the United States
could see two more interest rate rises this year, while San Francisco Fed
President John Williams said he would support a rate hike in June as long as
he sees continued progress on the economy, inflation and jobs.

n The metal is up more than 20 percent this year as expectations had faded that
the Federal Reserve would push ahead with U.S. interest rate hikes. Gold is
highly exposed to interest rates and returns on other assets, as rising rates lift
the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion.

n A report by payrolls processor ADP showed that U.S. private employers added
156,000 jobs in April, well below economists' expectations and the weakest
gain in three years.

n Attention is now turning to Friday's non-farm payrolls report, a key barometer
of the health of the U.S. economy, with expectations that it will fall short of
forecasts. A weaker U.S. employment report on Friday will push gold prices
back above $1,300.

n Speculative positions are in excessive territory but they could remain there for
quite some time, meaning prices could go a lot higher before the correction
starts. Uncertainty over the timing of rate moves is keeping investors cautious
on gold, helping limit any moves.

Gold is trading higher shortly before the U.S session.

This comes as a surprise since the U.S. Dollar and

stocks are also higher. It just be position-squaring

ahead of Friday�s U.S. Non-Farm Payrolls report. The

main trend is up according to the daily swing chart. A

trade through $1306.00 will signal a resumption of the

uptrend. It may not be in a position to form a daily

closing price reversal top, but it is in a position to form

a potentially bearish closing price reversal top on the

weekly chart.  The main range is $1225.40 to $1306.00.

Its retracement zone at $1265.70 to $1256.20 is the

primary downside target over the near-term.  Based

on the current price at $1280.80, the direction of the

market today is likely to be determined by trader

reaction of the steep downtrending angle at $1282.00.

n Gold fell for a second straight session yesterday,

slipping further away from a 15-month high as

the dollar steadied

n Two Federal Reserve officials talked up U.S.

interest rate hikes this year

n Spot gold had eased 0.4 percent to $1,281.10 an

ounce, after dropping 0.4 percent in the previous

session

n Earlier this week, gold prices had climbed to

$1,303.60

n The dollar index rose as much as 0.3 percent  in

yesterday�s session
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n Oil prices rallied today as investors shrugged off a rise in U.S. crude stockpiles
and focused on tightening supply in Canada and Libya. On the New York
Mercantile Exchange, West Texas Intermediate futures were trading up 4.1%
at $45.56 a barrel.

n Oil prices are back in rally mode as the market switches gears away from
yesterday�s overall bearish U.S inventory snapshot back to the evolving situation
in Alberta.

n Raging forest fires in Canada�s oil-rich province of Alberta forced oil-sands
companies to shut down or slow operations. Canada produces around 4.5
million barrels a day of oil, of which 2.3 million barrels a day comes from oil
sands.

n The situation is clearly very serious and it is reasonable to assume that export
volumes will be affected. Analysts at JBC Energy estimate that some 500,000
barrels a day of capacity is currently offline due to the wildfires.

n Traders are also turning their focus to reports of increased tensions in Libya
where eastern and western factions seem to have stepped up a fight over
petroleum revenue. The authorities that control the eastern half of Libya moved
this week to block oil exports, including from the Marsa El-Hariga terminal,
which represents the bulk of Libya�s exports�more than 150,000 barrels a
day.

n Oil output in the war-torn country is dwindling compared with the prewar level
of around 1.4 million barrels a day. Today�s rally extend a months-long recovery
in oil prices, which are up by more than half from their lows earlier in the year.

n A U.S. government report yesterday showed another hefty increase in domestic
crude-oil inventories. Last week, U.S. oil stockpiles rose by 2.8 million barrels,
more than double the rise forecast by analysts.

The WTI Crude Oil market initially tried to rally during

the day on Wednesday, but turned right back around

to form a shooting star. The shooting star of course is

a very negative sign, but there is a significant amount

of support just below as well. With that being the case,

it�s likely that this market will continue to try to break

down, but I see quite a bit of support at the $42 level,

and as a result it�s difficult to imagine selling this market

for any real length of time at this point. Having said

that, there is a significant amount of noise just above

so I think the one thing that you can count on is going

to be a lot of volatility. If we managed to break down

below the $40 however, at that point it�s likely that we

would continue to go much lower. The Brent market

initially tried to rally as well during the day, but also

turned back around to form a bit of a shooting star,

much like the WTI Crude Oil market.

n A wildfire near Canada's oil sands and escalating

tensions in Libya stoked concern among investors

over a near-term supply shortage

n U.S West Texas Intermediate (WTI) futures gained

$1.36 to $45.14

n The difference today compared with a year

ago is the market is starting to price in supply

disruptions

n Wildfire has forced the evacuation of all 88,000

people in western Canadian oil city

n Last week, U.S oil stockpiles rose by 2.8 million

barrels
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n Silver prices were under pressure yesterday and had given back large parts
of last week�s gains. If prices were to reach the $16.78 level then a complete
reversal of last week�s gains would have occurred.

n The losses to silver prices are on the heels of a stronger USD and the current
decline is challenging the current uptrend of silver prices. The ability of prices
to stabilize has been low. Price was, at $17.20 with the next support level being
the April 27 low of $17.03.

n Data yesterday showed the U.S. services sector expanded in April as new
orders and employment accelerated. Another report, however, showed U.S.
private employers hired the fewest workers in three years in April.

n Investors need a streak of positive data points from the U.S, which economists
not expecting this quarter, due to the impact of global growth weakness.
Precious metals are sensitive to interest rates and returns on other assets as
higher rates lift the opportunity cost of holding the metal.

n The rally has stalled, but not reversed. But it may still be in for further near-
term losses. The precious metals market will continue to monitor Fed policy
and likely be affected by statements from policymakers. The metal was also
dented by stronger European equities, signalling higher investor appetite for
risk.

n According to yesterday's ADP report, U.S. private employers added the fewest
workers in three years in April. Signs of weak hiring activity were also present
across most sectors.

n A weak job report on Friday would give the U.S. Federal Reserve an additional
reason to pause on an interest rate increase. Those lower interest rates are
bullish for silver prices. And that dovish tone from the Fed, along with a shift
away from stocks by many investors, have caused silver prices in 2016 to soar.

The silver markets fell initially during the course of the

session on Wednesday, but found enough support

near the $17.20 level to form a hammer. The hammer

of course is reason enough to suggest that the market

will more than likely continue to go higher, as precious

metals in general look very healthy at this point. We

believe that the $17 level below will more than likely

offer enough support to continue this market higher,

perhaps reaching towards the $18 level and beyond.

We have no interest whatsoever in shorting this market

at this point in time.  Silver prices are short-term bearish

below today�s high of $17.48 as it is the most recent

swing high of the short-term downtrend which started

from the $18 level this Monday.  The next resistance

level beyond today�s high is the May 3 high of $17.70

and followed by this week�s high of $18. Short-term

support levels are yesterday�s lows of 17.15.

n Silver prices yesterday was down $0.03 at $17.46

an ounce.

n Precious metal traders and investors remain

cautious heading into Friday's unemployment

report

n A soft ADP report raised the question if Friday's

report can meet expectations

n According to yesterday�s ADP report, U.S.

private employers added the fewest workers

in three years in April

n Silver entered a bull market on April 19 after

climbing to a 10-month high
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